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Notes from Cinda Howard

A few months ago Craig Mernitz, Programs Director for Arizona Fly Casters, contacted me about
doing a combined special event with their club. I though that was a great idea and after some discussion, we decided to ask Tom Rosenbauer, Marketing Director for Orvis Rod and Tackle. Since Tom
works for Orvis, I contacted him and asked if he would be interested in doing a special event for us.
He agreed and will be speaking to us on Friday night, September 28th at the Russell Auditorium on
5636 E. McDowell. This is a once in a lifetime opportunity and one you will not want to miss. It is
free to all club members! There is a special insert in this newsletter with all the details. This event does
not replace the regular meeting.
In case you aren’t familiar with Tom and his accomplishments, here is his bio.
TOM ROSENBAUER

SEPTEMBER MEETING:

Wednesday,
September 12, 2007
PIZZA and Chit-Chat at 6:00 PM

Meeting- 7:00 PM
American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.
in Tempe

Tom Rosenbauer has been with the Orvis Company for 29
years, and while there has been a fishing school instructor,
copywriter, public relations director, merchandise manager,
and was editor of The Orvis News for 10 years. He is currently Marketing Director for Orvis Rod and Tackle. As merchandise manager, web merchandiser, and catalog director,
the titles under his direction have won numerous Gold
Medals in the Annual Catalog Age Awards.
Tom has been a fly fisher for over 35 years, and was a commercial fly tier by age 14. He has fished extensively across
North America and has also fished on Christmas Island, the
Bahamas, in Kamchatka, and on the fabled English chalk
streams. He is credited with bringing Bead-Head flies to
North America, and is the inventor of the Big Eye hook,
Magnetic Net Retriever, and tungsten beads for fly tying. He
has ten fly fishing books in print, including The Orvis FlyFishing Guide, Reading Trout Streams, Prospecting for Trout, Casting Illusions, Fly-Fishing in America, Approach
and Presentation, Trout Foods and Their Imitations; Nymphing Techniques; Leaders, Knots, and Tippets, The
Orvis Guide to Dry-Fly Techniques, and The Orvis Fly-Tying Guide, which won a 2001 National Outdoor Book
Award. He has also been published in Field & Stream, Outdoor Life, Catalog Age, Fly Fisherman, Gray’s Sporting
Journal, Sporting Classics, Fly Rod & Reel, Audubon, and others. He lives in southern Vermont on the banks of
his favorite trout stream.

DFC SEPTEMBER PROGRAM....
We’ve got a panel discussion delving into fishing the San Jaun and upper western rivers. We’ll give you tips on how to fish these rivers along with all sorts of
information on flies, what lines and rods to use and what to pack for that big one.
So make sure you come on in, have a pizza and check things out. Don’t forget to
bring a friend....we always like to see new people with our club!

Fly Fishing is 1807 Years Old Today (more or less)
Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Taken from the Backcountry Fly Fishers Naples Newsletter

If there is any truth to the reports about the origins of fly fishing, 2007 will mark the 1,807th year of the sport. Apparently,
somewhere in what is now northern Greece an enterprising fisherman noticed that fish would rise to the surface to gulp
down a newly emerged fly. This man probably caught one of the flies and tied it on to a primitive hook. No such luck; the
fly would wilt and fall off the hook. The ancient fisherman then fastened a piece of red wool around a hook, attached a couple of feathers and found success in attracting what were most likely trout. Thus the sport of fly fishing was borne in frustration and the natural human quest for a better way. Why he selected red wool when the natural flies were dark brown will
never be known. The length of the rod, the makeup of the line and the reel, if there was one, are lost to history. But the
almost 2,000 year development of fly fishing was born. It is probable that fly fishing migrated from Greece to Italy and
then north to Germany and Britain. Records from medieval times in Germany mention catching trout on feathered hooks.
Few details are known about the rods, reels and lines used in the sport. But it is known that rods were made from ash and
hickory with bamboo eventually coming into use.
...continued on page 3

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Fishing Adventure - July 2007
by Tom Soldat

This article is about a
fishing adventure. When
one has as much fun as was
had on this trip, it is a fishing adventure.
The vehicle turned north
on the cul-de-sac to pick up
Kitty and Gerry Wiemelt,
being 4:50 AM, just a little
early.
Loading the last few items on the roof rack, tying
them down would get the journey moving, as all
were excited to counting down the miles to our
destination.
Heading toward Payson, stopping for breakfast
at the casino would give us a short rest and then on
to Pine and Strawberry.
The morning was cool and the drive up the rim
enjoyable, traffic being light. Flagstaff was next,
with an interesting view of a dry Mormon Lake
with about a hundred elk taking advantage of the
young grass growing in what once was the middle
of the lake. Lots of people stopping for photo
opportunity. Nice to see.
Page would bring another stop, with a bite for
lunch and the knowledge that a good portion of the
sojourn was under the collective belts. Crossing
over the Colorado River, Lake Powell to the east
with Kanab, Utah the next stop.
From Kanab, the scenery changes with a lift in
elevation. A lot more of the beauty and lushness
that Southern Utah is famous for. This is the gateway to Bryce, Zion and Capitol Reef National
Monuments.
A small brush fire kept the unit stationary for
one and a half hours, fortunately, no structures
were involved and all were happy to continue on.
The distance to Torrey, Utah is a long drive but
not unreasonable. About ten hours. The fire put
time back a little but arriving safely is always welcome.
Since it stays light until about 9:30 PM, dinner
was consumed by hungry travelers with a nice walk
along the stream, watching large brown trout rise
and muskrats play on the river rocks. Framed by
the fading light of the setting sun, deer and buffalo
in the pasture, a few pheasants scurried across the
road as the magnificent red rocks bid us a restful
slumber. Needless to say, all were excited as to
what the morning would bring.
7:00 AM. Coffee. Breakfast. A nice menu with
fuel to hold one until lunch. That day, lunch would
be served streamside with grilled hamburgers,
chicken and sausages with potatoes salad and cold
drinks. Really great after a successful morning
catching brown trout.
8:00AM. Streamside with equipment ready,
guide Shawn Saunders led four anglers to the
Fremont River.
The Red River Ranch sits on 2,200 acres of

beautiful Utah with about 7 miles of stream waters.
The river is a spring fed run, so the water level
remains static, that is, constant flow with little fluctuation from rain or snow run-off. The Red River
Ranch is exclusive to Red River Outfitters.
On approaching the water, Shawn broke us into
two groups, taking Kitty and Gerry to the first rising fish. Kitty made a few casts and hooked a large
brown that was brought to Shawn's net, (proof of
photo exists).
Leaving Kitty and Gerry to fish that section on
the water, Shawn led the remaining anglers to the
next spot.
Leaving plenty of room to cast, willows and
brush grow in profusion along the stream and it's
not always easy to place a fly where it needs to be.
When this is said, the fly must land very close to
these feeding browns. Six inches is usually to far.
At a bend, trout noses could be seen sucking in
tricos. The cast wasn't especially long, but landing
near, within a foot, wasn't going to get it. Accuracy
would be foremost. Placing another few casts, each
one a little closer to a large nose. One more, a little
more accurate and the fly disappeared in a swirl
with the angler lifting the 4weight rod, now in a
large bend with obvious weight on the fly-line.
The large brown ran down stream, changed
direction, ran upstream with anglers stepping to the
stream side to allow the fish to run without the benefit of tangling in the angler's boots. Freeing him
from the net is much more fun and allows photo
proofs. Shawn dipped the net as the angler led the
fish's head to the opening. What a beautiful creature!
About 10:30, the tricos dissipated and flies
were switched to hoppers with droppers. At noon,
lunch streamside.
This is the activity for morning fishing. By
noon, the day is hot and cold drinks with a grilled
burger sure go down easy. The food was good, the
morning hot enough that upon arriving back at the
lodge, a cool shower was needed. Followed by a
nice nap, we arose refreshed for dinner, with trout
fishing following.
By the way, the food provided by the lodge was
outstanding. Dinner consists of New York strip and
buffalo tenderloin steaks, as well as chicken, ribs
and fish. Arron, the chef, takes great pride in his
cooking as well as desserts and presentation. One
will not go away hungry. Watching the deer and the
buffalo roam while having dinner on the porch is
most restful.
If one is an inexperienced angler, the guides
will work with you on improving your skills.
Shawn, Mark and Lenny will provide advice on
casting as they have already covered you on fly
selection. Tricos as droppers behind stimulators or
caddis flies. This is the morning fish, hoppers after
lunch, Caddis after dinner. The guides will fish
with you until it is too dark to see the fly, if one
wishes. Plenty of fishing time.
The following day, anglers were taken to a lake
for some large rainbows. Float tubes were used, a

beautiful spot with clear water. Large rainbows
were brought to the net, note the Gerry Weimelt
photos!
The guide that morning was Mark. 6 feet4inches, Mark as well as the other guides will climb
above the water to spot fish for their guests, Mark
with his height, was excellent. (Cast a little farther
above that stick-up Tom, I'm sure a brown is right
behind it!) He was almost always right.
What one wants to say, the Red River Ranch
was a great time! Fishing was first class and a
unique experience as well as a great learning time.
The guides and the staff are interesting as well as
entertaining, (spend the day with Lenny and laughter will never be far away.) The food was excellent
(the buffalo tenderloin was probably one of the best
steaks one has ever eaten.) The beauty of the environment is breathtaking and exciting and the water
is top-flight!
All agreed that a great time was enjoyed and
will be fondly remembered. It will not be too difficult to decide to return for another trip.
The lodge is most unique, having been built by
a doctor to facilitate his 11 children. A fireplace in
every room, lots of interesting native Indian blankets and bowls as well as loads of other interesting
antiques, photos and books. No TV.
Very refreshing!
One must be made aware that the Red River
Ranch operates year round. Pheasant and grouse,
deer and elk will fit the bill in the Fall. If one likes
to study ancient people, it's there for you.
On the last Sunday of the trip, anglers fished
the morning with one wife staying to read and
enjoy the fantastic ambiance of the lodge with the
breeze blowing through the trees that surround the
structure.
Wonderful. After a successful morning of fishing, (a lot of fish were netted), one angler broke
away to join his wife for a drive to see the Capitol
Reef National Park. Being a drive of less than 25
miles from the lodge, colorful and beautiful, the
park offers fruit picking, camping and amazing
sights to those who seek it's uniqueness.
Many other aspects of this adventure were fun
and enjoyable, truly a wonderful trip.
One last thought. This is a place that one can
take a spouse to learn to cast and present a fly. No
pressure, lots of fish and so many other activities
that one can fish in the AM and sightsee in the
afternoon with a super bite in the evening. Keeps
everyone happy.
It was one of those times that this writer wishes he could share with all club members and all his
other friends.
Any additional information see either Tom Soldat or
touch base with:
Red River Ranch
P.O. Box 005 • Teasdale, Utah 84773
(435) 435-3669 Store
Shawn Saunders cell: (435) 491-0242
Store@RRoutfitters.com
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....Fly Fishing is 1807 Years Old Today continued

Educational Outings

The real emergence of fly fishing owes much to the interest in Britain beginning around 1800. Bamboo rods
in the lengths of 12 to 16 feet were commonly used. Then brass ferules were introduced that permitted long rods
to be made in sections and more easily carried. Reels in this period resemble today’s bait casting reels. They were
positioned at the butt end and on top of the rod. Narrow and below-the-rod reels produced in America ultimately replaced the British designs. Lines presented the largest challenge. Made from a mix of horsehair and silk,
they readily absorbed water and sank and wore out quickly. Casting into the wind proved impossible. The partial solution was the braided silk line. It enabled longer casts (18 to 23 yards with a 16 foot rod) and durability.
Silkworm gut came into use for leaders and hooks and fly patterns were vastly improved.
Rapid industrialization and development of new materials as the world entered the first half of the 20th century gave rise to improvements in virtually every aspect of fly fishing. Availability of affordable equipment and
transportation opened the sport to fishermen below the gentry set. A few of the developments were: Cork
Handles, Standard reel seats, Fast-winding, single-action reels, Floating lines (at least for a few minutes,) Shorter
rods, Ultra-light split cane rods, and better gut for leaders.
But nothing in the development of fly fishing had occurred in any prior period that compares with the
improvements since 1950. A few of the really big steps include: Fiber glass rods, following closely by Graphite
fiber rods (how did we do without them?), Nylon lines followed by hollow PVC lines with nylon cores,
Monofilament leader material of all sizes and types, Light, strong, large diameter and narrow drumreels with
variable drag (reliable and sealed) These lists do not do justice to the unending array of improvements to equipment and flies over the centuries. In addition to equipment, one of the major developments in the sport in the last
40 years has been the growth of salt water fly fishing. I say growth, because fishing for salt water species harkens
back for centuries. Salmon fishing is mentioned in very early writings about fly fishing. And no doubt a key factor in the emergence of fly fishing was the formation of fly fishing clubs. Many were established in Britain in the
1800’s and now they flourish all over the world.

The fall; cooler weather comes back to the
valley. People start getting out and about
again enjoying outdoor activities like – fly
fishing! Not only do we have a fall packed full
of planned outings, but also a couple of educational outings.
Again this year we will have an educational outing to prepare folks for the San Juan trip
in October. It is on Saturday, September 22,
at the Salt River. Club instructors will be
available to teach you how to rig your line for
nymphing, casting techniques, how to read
the water, etc. We will meet at the Blue Point
Bridge at 7:30 AM. Coming out Power Road
cross the bridge and take the first right into
the group area. We will meet in the group
area on the right. You will need a 4, 5, or 6
weight rod, floating line, 5x leaders and tippet, strike indicators, weights, and various
flies. Grilled lunch will be provided. Please
bring a side dish. A cooler will be available
for use. NOTE – be sure and check the
Arizona
Game
and
Fish
link:
http://www.gf.state.az.us/h_f/waters_lowersalt_river.shtml for directions and where to
buy a day use pass. There are no longer available at Blue Point Bridge.
Saturday, November 10, we will fish Silver
Creek located near Show Low. This is a one
day outing and folks have had great times on
previous trips. We will meet at the Basha’s on
the northwest corner of McKellips and
Gilbert in Mesa, 1954 E. McKellips Rd at 5am
(yes, I know it is early) and car pool from
there. Bring a 4, 5, 6 weight rod, 5x leaders
and tippet, and strike indicators. Flies which
have worked in the past are stimulators,
Adams, caddis, midges, nymphs, streamers,
wooly bugger, copper johns and red hots!! Be
sure to bring a lunch and warm clothing. Last
year we fished with snow on the ground but as
always, had a great time!!!
For more information on one of the educational outings or any other club activity, catch
one of the Desert Flycasters board members
at the next monthly meeting.

August outing–
Mogollon Rim
Notes from Bob Harris

For those beginners that wanted a little
one on one instruction, this was an outing
to get it. Dave Weaver, Doc Nickel and I provided pointers for fishing still waters as well as
sinking lines, flies, float tubes, and fins for the
three that arrived late on Friday. Dan even got a
one on one streamside class on Canyon Creek
late on Saturday evening. The catching wasn’t
great but that is typical for this time of year. It
took us a little while to figure out that the fish
were holding 10 to 12 feet or below. It takes a lot
of patience to wait for type 2 and 3 sinking lines
to get that deep. We were get a little action from
little small mouth bass in Willow Springs on
Saturday with a bonus of a 2+ pound Smallie
that Dave caught and a pound plus Crappie.
On the plus side the lakes were full from
recent summer rains. There was a lot of green
grass under the trees where all the brush has
been cleared. The weather was great – a little
warm but no rain and minimal clouds.

As usual there are always a few stories to go
along with an outing. Doc, Dave and I went the
minimalist route with tents for our camping. It is
amazing how much equipment three guys need
for a couple days of fishing. The Ram was fully
for the trip. Then there was Dan who showed up
right at dark with a new (to him) tent trailer.
There was no limit to the advice he received on
where to park it and how to set it up. Then there
James motor home - a 20 some foot Vixen. To
put it simply, everywhere we went someone
came up to check it out. If you think The Ram
was loaded, it takes years to pack that much into
a rig.
From the web posts, we missed getting with at
least one other member in the area. There were a
couple others that indicated they planned to
come up but either didn’t make it or didn’t locate
us. With all the rain this summer, the lakes
should be in great shape for the fall. If anyone is
interested in an unofficial outing, post something on the web site. The browns are known to
cruise the banks looking for flowing water to get
to spawning water. It might be a good year for
checking out Chevelon.

Desert Fly Casters

November 2nd thru 4th Rocky Point....Hosted by Doc Nickel
...any questions see Doc at the September club meeting.

PESCADOR
EXTRAVAGANZA 2007
by Vince Deadmond

Gearing up for the
Rocky Point Trip
by Mark Lucht

The annual Desert Fly Casters
annual trip to Rocky Point is
fast approaching, so it time to
think about the gear you need
to get ready.
Rods -- 6 to 8 weight flyrod
with the 8 being the best
choice.
Reels – A good Salt Water reel.
The Orvis Battenkill Mid
Arbor is nice and is only
about $120.
Fly Lines – A fast sinking line.
Preferably T-8 or about 300
grains.
Leaders – 6 to 8 foot leaders
are the preferred length. I prefer FlouroCarbon. You can buy
the store bought leaders if you
want. My preference is just 6
to 8 feet of straight Flouro.
Flys – Clousers and Deceivers
in assorted colors on hooks
sized 1 through 3.
We typically fish along the
shore from our pontoon boats
and some use float tubes. If
you are fishing from a boat you
probably wont need waders.
You can also fish the surf in
front of the campground by
what looks like an old boat
ramp.
You will need to bring your
passport or birth certificate and
drivers license. You also will
need to get Mexican Insurance
for your vehicle and trailer if
pulling one.

San Juan Update
Hear Ye, Hear Ye! If you are going on the San Juan Outing,
please arrive at the September meeting by 6:15. We will discuss
room pairings, guides, carpooling, etc. If you have questions,
you can call me at (480) 217-5089. If you want to go and are not
yet signed up, call me ASAP. -Cinda

If you have not had any fun lately, you
need to go with the group of Desert Fly
Casters going to Puerto Penasco
November 2-4. No, you do not need a
passport, yet. This is a great place to
begin your saltwater fly fishing adventures. It’s close, it’s inexpensive, and
you don’t need a lot of gear.
Minimum gear – 6 weight rod, (an 8
weight would be better) swim trunks, sun
glasses, Tevas, a floating line will do, but
the more sinking lines you have the better. Any reel will do. If you own a pontoon boat or float tube bring it, if you
don’t, make arrangements with a club
member who has an extra one to borrow.
Pontoon boats take up some space,
so you may want to make arrangements
to pick up the pontoon before the trip,
and haul it in your vehicle. Make sure
you have fins and boots that you can
wear. You can fish from shore and have
a good time, but you will have a more
extended productive fishing day if you
secure a pontoon boat and use it. Your
fly box should have clousers, white with
a chartreuse back. If you have only one
fly, make sure it is that one. Hook sizes
from 6 up to a size 2 will catch fish.
Other good colors are white on white,
and tan on white, also use lots of flash.
The club has secured 12 spaces at the
Playa De Oro RV Park. The spaces in the
park are large enough for your RV,
camper, or some people will share a
space with more than one tent or
camper. Playa De Oro is $20-$25 per
night per space. They have restrooms
and showers that are nice, and they have
a coffee shop that ends up being the
central meeting place.
Friday evening November 2 plan to
attend the social, bring something to
cook on the grill, and a side dish to
share. After we fill our faces we can talk
about how and where to fish on Saturday
morning. Your catch of the day may
include Cabrilla, Trigger, Pompano, Sea
Trout, Parrot Fish, Grunt, Grouper, Bone
Fish, Needle Fish, Orange Mouth
Corvina, and those are only the most
common ones you are likely to
encounter.
Saturday night Doc will have a banquet set up at the Baja Cantina. Prime
rib dinner, fun, fish tales, and a raffle that
pays for the dinner, so buy plenty of raffle tickets, and T shirts. If you have anything to contribute to the raffle talk to
Doc.
Plan to sign up and make a $30
deposit, at the September meeting, to
hold your spot at the RV Park. If you are
planning to get a condo or hotel I would
book that right now. I will have additional information at the September meeting,
and I will have a Puerto Penasco presentation at the October meeting.
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Fishing the Bighorn River

by Steve Berry

the water. I did manage to pick up one more as I
was walking out.
Back at the lodge, we had a great dinner and
got ready for the next three days of floating the
river and fishing with our guides. Up early, the
coffee was flowing and breakfast hot and tasty
and we were ready to go fishing.
So here’s the match ups for the next three
days. Gerry and Kitty Wiemelt, Charlie Rosser
and Mike Mueller, Dean Gibboney and Doug
Coxon, and finally Bill Thyng and Myself.
Everyone found our guides and we hit the water.
Guides at the Bighorn can be described from
“Young Guns” all the way to “The Crust of the
Earth.” We had them all covered among us. The
common theme among the guides is they all are
very good at getting you into fish on the river.
Some fished nymphs other dries and some did
streamers and hoppers. Everything caught fish.
ave you ever been fishing at a location
where at times you felt like you could
walk across the backs of the fish from
one side of the river to the other? And I might
add that this is not a small river. August 1-5 I had
that feeling several times while fishing the
Bighorn River in Montana.
The Bighorn is located in SE Montana about
an hour and half from Billings. It is a tailwater
fishery that gets it cold water from the bottom of
Yellowtail dam in Fort Smith Montana. If you
were to pick up a copy of “Fifty Places to Fly
Fish Before You Die” you would find the Bighorn
river listed in the book. I personally believe that
it is a well deserved addition to the book.

H

The fishing to say the least was incredible.
The trip started with the flight from Phoenix to
Billings. There were eight of us on the trip.
Seven of us left Phoenix together and along the
way we had a stop in Denver, where we added
Charlie Rosser to the crew. After picking up a
couple of rental vans in Billings it was off to the
Kingfisher Lodge in Fort Smith. As most of you
know, I work part time at Arizona Fly Fishing in
Tempe. This trip is one that we host several times
a year. This time it just happened that we were
mostly club members. I think we even added a
couple on the trip, welcome aboard Dean
Gibboney and Doug Coxon. We have been using

the Kingfisher for years and always have a great
trip. Good lodging, great food and great fishing
equal a great trip.
Once we made it to the lodge, we got checked
in and headed into town to pick up our fishing
license and get the local fishing report. Let’s just
say that there is not a lot in Fort Smith. However,
the fly shops are top notch and there are several to
choose from. Being the friendly group that we
were, we managed to hit several of them. We had
the chance to talk to several anglers and guides as
they were coming in from fishing for the day. A
common theme showed itself very quickly.
Phrases like, “Best fishing day of my life” or
“Best fishing I have ever seen” “Awesome day on
the water.” Needless to say, this
just added to our eagerness to get
on the water.
After checking out the
shops, we still had some time
before dinner. Bill Thyng, Doug,
Dean and I decided to drive to a
couple of the access points and
check out the water. After looking
at the Afterbay access, we stopped
at the 3 mile access. This spot is
only about _ of mile from the
lodge. As we stood watching in
the late afternoon, we saw fish
after fish rising in the clear water.
There were a few fishermen in site
that appeared to be having some
marginal success at landing a few
of them. Well that was all it took
to really get us going. Since we were so close to
the lodge, we looked at the watched and decided
that we could hurry back, change and grab our
gear and still get in at least an hour of fishing
before dinner.
Back in a flash, we were in the water and having a great time. Since we had not really talked to
anyone, we started out fishing some of the local
favorite flies to try and pick up a few fish. I think
we all caught a few as we began working our way
through flies and setups. Of course just as it was
about time to hurry back for dinner, I managed to
find something that they really liked. Three fish
in four casts and then I had to start walking out of

Over the next few days we all managed to
catch some very nice fish and I would have to say
plenty of them as well. There were times that as
fast as our guide could get the fish off the hooks,
Bill and I could catch another fish. When you
add in the company and dinners such as “Roasted
Duck with the raspberry chipotle sauce” this trip
is hard to beat. Don’t worry if you missed out
this year, we have this trip every year. You won’t
have to twist my arm to go back again next year
either. What does a trip like this cost? $1150 plus
airfare. That includes all the lodging, food and
three days of guided fishing. If you have the urge
to go, drop me a line and I will add you to the list.

MEMBERSHIP CORNER
In order to avoid the membership rush I have in
Jan – Mar I am going to try something new this
year. I will start taking 2008 memberships this
month. If you are a current member and want
to renew for 2008 come see me. I will have
forms available at the meeting. Your name will
still be entered into any drawing we have for a
2008 membership drive.
I have 54 name tags that people have ordered
and not picked up. They will be on the membership table at every meeting. Come by and
see if I have one for you.
Welcome new members: Jason Augustine, Chris
Shol, Tim Shaw, Tom McGrain, Zach Solberg, Tony
Blei, Ed Bular, Richard & Richard Hair.
Charlie Rosser
480-586-7163

2007 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OUTINGS- 2007

Cinda Howard- President
Steve Berry-Vice President
Mark Lucht- Treasurer
Donna Hatheway- Secretary

Below are preliminary dates for 2007 club outings, if you would like to host an outing and
have a particular place in mind please feel free to contact me and we will get it schedule.
REMEMBER without the members help there would be no outings. To host an outing all
that you have to do is schedule the date and place and then be there for the outing.

November – 2nd to 4th Rocky Point
(Hosted by Doc Nickel)
Wednesday, December 12, 2007
2007 Annual DFC Banquet
( ...be there! )

About ninety in a hundred fancy themselves anglers.
About one in a hundred is an angler.
About ten in a hundred throw the bull better than the fly.
COLONEL PETER HAWKER (1814)

Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa, AZ 85274-2252

Videos & Books
Chuck Elliot
Conservation
Open
Raffles
Doc Nickel
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Guru
Ted MiskinnsMembership at Large
Jim Fraijo
Jim Dickson
Jay Figley
DESERT FLY CASTERS HOT LINE
480-654-6111
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

October - 20th to 23rd San Juan River
(Hosted by Cinda Howard)

☛

TU/FFF/WCC:
Rocky Minster

September – 6th thru 9th (Thursday-Sunday)
The Ranch at Southfork located on the Little Colorado River
Hosted by Charlie Rosser (480-586-7163)

MAIL TO:

OutingsBill Thyng
Programs
Tyler Stone
Retail
Gerry Wiemelt
Membership
Charlie Rosser
Education
Doug Walker

Arizona Fly Fishing Clubs!
For Members Only!
Who: Arizona Flycasters, Desert Flycasters and Dame Juliana Flycasters

What: Special Event– Tom Rosenbauer, The Orvis Co.
Speaking on “Reading Trout Streams”

When: Friday Night, September 28th, 7- 9 PM
Where: Russel Auditorium • AZ Army National Guard • 5636 E. McDowell Rd

Why: Premier Speaker/Author/Authority on Fly Fishing- Tom Rosenbauer,
Fly fisherman for over 35 years, has ten (10) fly fishing books in print.
He is Marketing Director for the Orvis Co., Sunderland, VT.

Come see and learn how YOU can “read trout streams!”

RAFFLE PRIZES !

